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Abstract

This website is user friendly for end user. We provides services like branding, consultancy, water solution, water solution. We sell dry foods like Badam, Kismish, Kaju, Pasta etc. As information concerning dried fruit and dried fruit products are hardly available. This project is an attempt to provide the features of online shopping to customer of a healthy food and many different types of product. Thus our website is highly integrated. It also has an easy to use interface for user.
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INTRODUCTION:

Shopping has been considered a recreational by many. Online shopping no exception. The goal of this website is to develop web based interface for online retails. The system would be easy to use and hence make the shopping experience pleasant for the users. The goal of this website is To develop an easy to use web based interface where user can search for products, view a complete description of the products and order the products & To Drag and Drop feature which would allow the users to add a product to or remove a product from the shopping cart by dragging the product in to the shopping cart or out of the shopping cart. & then a user can view the complete specification of the product along with various images and also view the customer review of the product. They can also write their own review.

A. Existing System: The basic problems with the existing systems are the non-iterative environment they provide to users. The use of traditional user interface which make continuous post to the server. Each post back makes a call to server, gets the response and then refreshes the entire web form to display the result. This scenario adds an extra trade off causing a delay in displaying the results. The use of traditional and non-user friendly interfaces that are hard to use.

B. Need: There are large numbers of commercial Online Shopping Websites offering large number of products tailored to meet the shopping interests of large number of customers. These online marketplaces have thousands of products listed under various categories.

C. Proposed Work: The Motive of this Online Shopping Website is to allow the user for Online Shopping. To Provide Interactive interface through which a user can interact with different areas of website easily. Our website stores the all information about customers. Because now a days it essential to know about our clients. The new website is more user friendly as compared to old system.

1. FACILITIES REQUIRED:

Minimum Hardware Requirements:

- CPU: Intel Pentium processor (1.8 GHz)
- RAM: 512 MB
- HARD DISK: 40GB

Software Design:

Front End: ASP.NET
**Back End:** MySQL Database.

**SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION:**

We have implemented 3 modules of the project and their snapshots are listed below. The responsibility of administrator is listed.

**Administrator:** The Administrator account is for security the admin access will only for modification of database and adding product details.

**Snapshots:**

1. **SIGN UP:**

   Here new user can register to get benefit from our websites. User can enter their details as mentioned in register form. User should enter their valid Email id because they will get notification on the registered Email Id. User should remember the email id and password during the registration for sign in next time.

2. **SIGN IN:**

   Here new user can register to get benefit from our websites. User can enter their details as mentioned in register form. User should enter their valid Email id because they will get notification on the registered Email Id. User should remember the email id and password during the registration for sign in next time.
3. HOME PAGE

![Krushivardhan AgroTech Home Page](image)

FUTURE SCOPE:
In future this system will be converted into the application for better use with the help of this application we will easily buys the dry fruits.

CONCLUSION:
We have conclude that the “Krushivardhan AgroTech” is very helpful for needy people.
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